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We describe composition and decomposition schemes for perfect graphs, which 
generalize all recent results in this area, e.g., the amalgam and the 2-amalgam split. 
Our approach is based on the consideration of induced cycles and their com- 
plements in perfect graphs (as opposed to the consideration of cycles for defining 
biconnected or 3-connected graphs). Our notion of l-inseparable graphs is 
“parallel” to that of biconnected graphs in that different edges in different 
inseparable components of a graph are not contained in any induced cycle or any 
complement of an induced cycle. Furthermore, in a special case which generalizes 
the join operation, this definition is self-complementary in a natural fashion. Our 2- 
composition operation, which only creates even induced cycles in the composed 
graphs, is based on two perfection-preserving vertex merge operations on perfect 
graphs. As a by-product. some new properties of minimally imperfect graphs are 
presented. $2 1987 Academc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider graphs which do not contain loops or multiple edges and 
are undirected. Denote the vertex set of a graph G by V(G) and its edge set 
by E(G). Denote the size of a largest independent set in G by a(G) and the 
cardinality of a smallest collection of cliques whose union equals k’(G) by 
B(G). A graph H is said to be an induced subgruph of G if V(H) 5 V(G) and 
E(H) = (el e E E(G) and both ends of e are in V(H)}. A graph G is said to 
be yecfect if every vertex induced subgraph H of G satisfies a(H) = 0(H). 
Perfect graphs have been the topic of numerous papers in the last fifteen 
years (e.g., see the book edited by Berge and Chvatal [5]). One of the 
approaches in analyzing perfect graphs is to investigate perfection-preserv- 
ing operations which either decompose perfect graphs into highly struc- 
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tured components or generate large perfect graphs by composing smaller 
ones. Two basic operations are 
(1) complementation (Lo&z [ 12]), 
(2) amalgam (Burlet and Fonlupt [4]). 
The complementation operation is a direct consequence of the Perfect 
Graph Theorem: a graph G is perfect if and only if its complement c is per- 
fect. For the convenience of future discussion, we define the following com- 
plementary notions of a(G) and B(G): Denote the size of a largest clique in 
G by o(G) and the chromatic number of G by y(G). 
In this paper we consider a general operation which includes both the 
amalgam operation of Burlet and Fonlupt [4] and the more recent 2- 
amalgam studied by Cornuejols and Cunningham [7]. 0ur main objective 
is to give a unified treatment of perfection-preserving composition and 
decomposition operations and to present appropriate definitions of “highly 
inseparable” perfect graphs which might possess useful properties for the 
construction of their recognition algorithms. 
It is well known that the biconnectivity definition of graphs is related to 
“cycles” in that two edges in different biconnected components are not con- 
tained in any simple cycle. It appears that for perfect graphs, the 
corresponding notion is induced cycles (holes) and their complements 
(antiholes). It is easy to see that perfect graphs do not contain odd holes or 
odd antiholes. Berge [2] conjectured that the latter property also charac- 
terizes perfect graphs (known as the strong perfect graph conjecture). This 
conjecture has been verified for many special classes of perfect graphs. In 
fact, all previous perfection-preserving composition operations hinge on the 
crucial property that they do not create any odd holes or odd antiholes 
and all operations except the “2-amalgam” (see [7]) do not create any 
holes at all. 
We develop, in Section 2, the notion of l-inseparable perfect graphs 
which is “parallel” to that of biconnected graphs in that two edges in dif- 
ferent inseparable components of a graph are not contained in any hole or 
antihole. Later in Section 4, we consider a more general notion of com- 
position in which new holes can be generated but they are all even. The 
corresponding notion of 2-inseparable graphs is “parallel” to that of 3-con- 
netted graphs. 
Recent results on recognizing special classes of perfect graphs indicate 
that many of these special graphs are composed of component graphs 
which are easily recognizable and whose associated optimization problems 
are related to the bipartite matching problem. The recognition of Meyniel 
graphs uses amalgam split which is a special case of our l-separation. A 
recent result of the author on recognizing planar perfect graphs [lo] uses 
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both l-separation and 2-separation schemes. It is conceivable that 2- 
inseparable perfect graphs already possess enough structure for the design 
of efficient recognition algorithms. We conjectured in [lo] that the basic 
components for perfect graphs are comparability graphs and line graphs of 
bipartite graphs 
2. I-SEPARATION 
We shall define decomposition schemes which naturally yields the reverse 
composition operations. The type of decompositions we are interested in 
do not necessarily yield induced subgraphs as component graphs. This is 
because extra vertices and edges are added in the component graphs to 
ensure two-way (decomposition and composition) perfection-preserving 
operations. For most of the decompositions, in order to obtain a definition 
which is symmetric with respect to the complementary graph, one needs to 
define a graph to be decomposable when certain separation scheme applies 
either to itself or to its complement. However, a special case of our decom- 
position satisfies the interesting property of being self-complementary in a 
natural fashion. This operation generalizes the join decomposition of Bixby 
[3]. Intuitively speaking, the amalgam decomposition uses a structure 
which is a combination of a join and a clique (and complete connection 
between the two); our l-separation considers a structure which is a 
combination of a generalized join and a clique. 
We need to introduce some notations. Define N,(u) to be the vertex set 
containing u and its adjacent vertices in V(G), G[ U] of a vertex set U to be 
the subgraph induced on U and G\U to be the subgraph G[ V(G)\U]. A 
connected perfect graph G is said to be l-separable if the following par- 
titioning applies either to G or to its complement: V(G) can be partitioned 
into three subsets I’,, K, and VZ such that K is a clique, IE(G[V,])I 3 1, 
IE(G[ VZ])l 3 1 and the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There do not exist vertices xi, y, E Vi, .Y?, y, E V, such that 
(xl> x,), (.vl, YJEE(G) but (x-,, vz)> (yl>.d$HG). 
(2) There does not exist an edge (x,, x2) connecting x1 E V, to 
x2 E V2 such that neither (u, xi) nor (v, x2) belongs to E(G) for any u E K. 
Let G, (resp. G2) be the subgraph obtained by deleting E(G[ V,]) (resp. 
E( G[ V, ] )) from G. G is said to be decomposed into G, and G, . It should be 
noted that Gi and G2 are not necessarily induced subgraphs of G. A graph 
is said to be l-inseparable if such a partition does not exist. 
We now state the main result of this section, Theorem 2, whose proof 
will be presented at the end of this section. 
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THEOREM 2. G is perfect if and only if both G, and G2 ure perfect. 
Before proving Theorem 2, we shall discuss several related issues. First, 
there exist equivalent conditions for (1) and (2) which lend themselves 
direct graphical descriptions (see Figs. 1 and 2). Condition (1) has the 
following equivalent description: 
(1’) For each i = 1, 2, Vi can be partitioned into nonempty subsets 
V!, c,..., Vi and a possibly empty set Vi+’ such that for every vertex .Y in 
V( (resp. Vi), j= l,..., t, NV,(~) = U&+=‘,-j VT (resp. N,,(x) = IJk+L;j V;“); 
for every x in Vi+’ (resp. Vi+‘), N,,z(x)= Q3 (resp. NV,(x)= a). This is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The equivalence of (1) and (1’) can be justified below. It is easy to see that 
(1’) implies (1). Hence, assume (1) holds. For any two vertices u, v’ in VI 
one of NV,(v) and N,,(u’) must contain the other. Hence the collection 
{N,+(v) 1 u E V, > can be linearly ordered by inclusion. The same holds for 
(N,.,(v) 1 UE Vz>. By grouping together those vertices of Vi with the same 
V,-neighbors, we obtain the desired partition of I/, This partition of V, 
induces the corresponding partition of V,. 
V V 
1 2 
FIG. 1. Condition (1’) of the l-separation (---) indicates complete edge connection 
between vertices in the corresponding two sets. 
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Define a (vertex) cutset C of a graph G to be any subset of V(G) whose 
removal disconnects G. By convention, let q = a= L$. Define a minimal 
cutset of ( Vi, V2} to be any subset of V, u Vv, satisfying (a) its deletion 
(together with all incident edges) eliminates all edges connecting a vertex in 
V, to one in V, and (b) it is minimal with respect to this property. It is 
easy to verify that when t = 0 the only minimal cutset is the empty set; 
when t > 0, a minimal cutset can be any one of the following t + 2 sets: @ 
and (Ui =, V;l) u (U~+=‘;j Vy) forj = l,..., t + 1. Based on this, we can state 
the following equivalent condition of (2): 
(2’) For every u E K, NG(u) contains a minimal cutset of { I/, , V,}. 
The justification goes as follows. It is easy to check that (2’) implies (2). 
Hence assume (2) holds. When t = 0, (2’) is trivially true. Thus, consider 
the case that t > 0 and there exists a vertex u E K such that NJu) contains 
neither U;,=, V;l nor Ut=i V):2. By (2), we must have that t > 1 and v is 
adjacent to every vertex in Vi u Vl. By induction, NG(o) contains a 
minimal cutset of { V,\ Vi, Vz\ Vi 1. 
We now relate our l-separation to existing perfection-preserving 
operations in literature. A vertex v in G is said to be a duplicate of another 
vertex v’ if (u, v’) $ E(G) and they are adjacent to the same set of vertices in 
G. It should be noted that, in our decomposition, each component Gj can 
be further reduced by deleting duplicated vertices (a simple application of 
the join operation). In this way, the amalgam operation can be regarded as 
a special case of our l-separation in which t = 1, both VT and V$ are non- 
empty and N,,,(v) = Vf u Vi for every v E K (each Vi of G is reduced to a 
single vertex in G, and each V{ is reduced to a single vertex in G2). The 
join operation (see Bixby [3]), a special case of the amalgam operation, 
corresponds to that t = 1 and K = @. A graph whose vertex set can be par- 
titioned into I/, and V, satisfying condition (1) is said to contain a 
generalized join. 
When K = @ (condition (2) is then trivially satisfied), our decomposition 
not only generalizes the join decomposition but has the distinct nature of 
being “self-complementary,” namely, its separation condition ( 1) holds for 
G if and only if the condition holds for G. Therefore, the partition of V, 
and V2 obtained for V(G) is also a partition of V(G) that satisfies condition 
( 1). Fig. 2 illustrates our decomposition when K = 0. 
The definition of l-separation has the following important consequence: 
THEOREM 1. No two edges ~,EE(G[V~]) and ezEE(G[VZ]) can be 
included in any holes or antiholes of G. 
ProoJ Suppose for the contrary that G has an induced cycle D contain- 
ing both e, and e,. Cycle D must contain an edge e connecting a vertex in 
V, to one in V,. If D contains a vertex v in K, then v would be adjacent to 
at least one end of every edge from I/, to V, in D, a contradiction. 
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FIG. 2. A generalized join operation. 
Otherwise, D must contain two edges e and e’ from V, to V, violating con- 
dition (1). Similarly, if G has an antihole containing both e, and ez, one 
can find two edges e and e’ from V, to V, violating (1). i 
Edges in E(G)\ [ E( G [ V, ] ) u E( G [ V,] )] are considered “common” to 
both G, and G,. Hence, this theorem confirms our claim that two “dif- 
ferent” edges in (edges not common to) different components are not con- 
tained in any induced cycle under our separation scheme. Furthermore, the 
structure described in conditions (1) and (2) are “minimal” in the sense 
that relaxing any one of them would introduce cases that make the above 
statement false. It should also be noted that the reverse composition 
operation does not create any holes or antiholes in G that are not already 
in the original Gls. 
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The perfection-preserving property of most decomposition operations 
can be verified using properties of minimally imperfect graphs. We shall 
make use of the following results in our proof of Theorem 2: 
LEMMA 1 (Tucker [ 141). lf G is minimally imperfect, then G\N,(u) is 
connected for any vertex u of G. 
By virtue of the Perfect Graph Theorem, Lemma 1 is equivalent to the 
following result of Olaru [ 131: 
LEMMA 2. If G is minimally imperfect, then N(u)\ (u} is connected in the 
complement of G for any vertex u of G. 
Next, we prove the following useful 
Obseruation. If G is minimally imperfect, then there do not exist two 
adjacent vertices u and v in G such that NG(u) E NG(u). Similarly, there do 
not exist two non-adjacent vertices u and v such that N,(v)\{ v} c 
N&)\W. 
ProoJ Suppose there exist two adjacent vertices u and v such that 
NJ v) c NJ u). Since G\ { U) is perfect, there exists a clique cover D of G\u 
containing y(G) cliques. Let K be the clique in the cover containing v. Then 
clique Ku {u> along with the remaining cliques in D form a clique cover of 
size ‘J(G) in G, contradictory to the fact that G is imperfect. Hence there do 
not exist adjacent II and v in G such that NG(v) s N,(u). 
Since the complement G of G is also minimally imperfect, the above 
argument implies that there do not exist two adjacent vertices u and v in G 
such that N,(u) E N&u). Therefore, there do not exist two non-adjacent 
vertices U, o in G such that N,(v)\{v) E NJu)\{u).. [ 
During the revising of this paper, an elegant result [6] of Chvatal came 
to the author’s attention. He defined a star-cutset of a graph to be a cutset 
C of G such that some vertex in C is adjacent to all the remaining vertices 
in C and derived the following: 
LEMMA 3 (Star-cutset lemma). No minimally imperfect graph has a star- 
cutset. 
The star-cutset lemma is very convenient in proving theorems related to 
perfect graphs. It was used by Chvatal in his frail composition of perfect 
graphs. This lemma implies both Lemma 1 and the Observation. Conver- 
sely, one can deduce the star-cutset lemma from them. 
ProoJ Suppose otherwise. Let G be a minimally imperfect graph con- 
taining a star-cutset C. Let u be a vertex in C adjacent to every other vertex 
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of C. By Lemma 1, G\N,( ) u IS connected. Hence u must be adjacent to 
every vertex in one of the components of G\C. But then, there must exist a 
vertex v such that NJzI) c NG(zi), a contradiction to the Observation. 1 
Before proving Theorem 2, we shall first show in Lemma 5, that the 
composition preserves perfection when K = @. This latter proof makes use 
of the following well-known result of Berge [ 11, which we state without 
proof. 
LEMMA 4 (Duplication lemma). Let v be a vertex in a perfect graph G. 
Then the graph G’ obtained by adding a vertex vr to G and connecting it to 
every vertex in No(v)\(v J is perfect. 
LEMMA 5. If both G,, G2 are perfect and K= a, then G is perfect. 
ProoJ: We shall provide a constructive argument which yields an 
algorithm for obtaining a maximum independent set and a minimum clique 
cover of the same size for G from those of G, and G,. Since the same 
argument can be applied to every induced subgraph of G, this would imply 
that G is perfect. 
Without loss of generality, assume Vi+’ = Vi+ l= @ (because otherwise 
we can consider its complement G). Since G, and G, are perfect, both 
G[ V,] and G[V,] are perfect. First, we demonstrate how to determine 
a(G). Then we find clique covers of G[ V,] and G[ V2] of size a(G), respec- 
tively, and combine these two sets of g(G) cliques to obtain a cover of G 
with a(G) cliques. 
Define G; (resp. Gi) to be the induced subgraph of G, (resp. G2) 
obtained by deleting all but one vertex (called vi, resp. v; ) from each Vi 
(resp. V{) of G, (resp. G2). An example of these graphs can be seen in the 
bottom two graphs of Fig. 2. Being induced subgraphs, G’, and G; are 
clearly perfect. This proof uses the following logic: 
(*) G,, G, are perfect and K=(ZI 
* G;, G; are perfect and K = Iz/ * G is perfect. 
By the definition of the partition of V, and VZ, one can easily check that 
every independent set of G is the union of an independent set of U,Z,+=: Vy 
and one of U&+Z1r+2Pj V;, where j is any integer between 1 and t + 1. (Note 
that the inclusion of the index t + 1 here is strictly for notational con- 
venience since it is possible for an independent set to be entirely contained 
in either VI or V,.) Now, consider a maximum independent set P in G. If 
Pn V, = a, set k to be t + 1. Otherwise, let k be the smallest index such 
that Pn V’; # 0. Then P n (lJhck Vy) must be a maximum independent 
set in GIIJtZk V;l] and Pn (lJk=,+,P, VT) must be a maximum indepen- 
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dent set in G[lJt=,Pk+z VT] (an example is illustrated in Fig. 3). Further- 
more, we have 
Fact 1. 4GCUh=,v;ll) + a(G[UI,=,+,-,V~1)61PI for every 
I= l,..., t. 
We now find a clique cover of G of size IPI. Let 
Pl=+[mt~, VT]) for every j= l,..., t and i= 1, 2. 
We have c$G[UL=( ~H])=C~=,p{ for every i= 1,2 and I= l,..., t and 
lPi-U(G~~~v...l)ca(G[~_~~-~ vTjj=~kPi+,=,$*pk14 
Now, construct the graph G;’ by 
duplicating vertex u$ of G’, , pi-times for each j 3 t + 2 - k 
(elimnating vertex vi if pi = 0) and 
duplicating vertex ~4 of G’,, p i + 1 -i-times for each j < t + 2 - k. 
v v 
1 2 
FIG. 3. The subset of V(G) intersecting a maximum independent set P. 
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Similarly, construct the graph ~3; by 
duplicating vertex u{ of G;, pi-times for each j 3 k and 
duplicating vertex ui of G;, pi+ l -j-times for each j < k. 
Graphs G;’ and G; are perfect by the duplication lemma. They are shown 
in Fig. 4. We shall show that a(G;‘) = CX(G;) = IPI and obtain a clique cover 
of size lPI for each of G;’ and G;‘. 
Obviously, cr(G;) b JPJ since the numbe of duplicated (and independent) 
vi vertices j = I,..., t in G; is equal to IPl. Let P’ be a maximum indepen- 
dent set in G;‘. If P’ n V, = 0, then !P’i = IPI. Hence assume P’n V, # @. 
Let k’ be the smallest index such that P’ n Vf’ # a. 
If k’> k, then P’ should contain all copies of vi+‘-“,..., vi. Hence 
w 
1 
3 t-2 
v P 
2 1 
‘I t t v P 2 2 P: v: 
FIG. 4. Graphs G; and G; with vertices 1;: duplicated. 
582b 43. 1.6 
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On the other hand, if k’ <k, then P’ should contain all copies of 
r+?-k’ 
U, 
rfl-k 
>..., U? vi. Hence 
IV”, =a (G ,,,jk;i)k;c,$pk, P: 
=(G[ik, ~~])+~(G[,~~~2~k, C])W? CWacW 
Hence, u(G;‘) = 1 Pi. Similarly, one can argue that a(G;‘) = IPl. This implies 
that there exist IPI cliques in Gy (resp. G;‘) each one (say, K{, resp. Ki,) 
containing a ~4 (resp. vi) vertex such that the union of these cliques covers 
V(G;‘) (resp. i(Gi)). For each copy of vi in G; and that of us+‘-’ in Gr, 
the corresponding set (Ki u K:’ ’ -j)\ (vi, u:+ ’ -j} is a clique in G. Since the 
number of copies of V; in G;l equals that of us+ I-J in G;‘, there is a one 
to one pairing of these two sets of cliques which results in a collection 
of I PI cliques that covers G. Therefore, a(G) = B(G). End of proof of 
Lemma 5. 1 
Proof of Threm 2. The only if part: Assume G is perfect but G, is not. 
Let H, be an induced subgraph of G, which is minimally imperfect. Since 
H, cannot be an induced subgraph of G it must contain at least two ver- 
tices x’ and y’ of V, such that (x’, y’) GE(G) (note, however, 
(x’, y’) $E(H,)). If there exists a vertex v in Kn V(H,) which is not 
adjacent to both x’ and y’ (say, (x’, v) $ E(H)), then by (2), v is adjacent to 
every vertex of N,,(x’). Hence, (Ku N,,,(x’)) n V(H,) is a star-cutset of H, 
separating I’ and y’, a contradiction. Hence no such v exists. By condition 
(1’), one of NH,(Y)\(x)} and NH,( y’)\{ y’} is contained in the other, con- 
tradictory to the Observation. Hence G, is perfect. Similarly, one can argue 
that G2 must be perfect. 
The if part: Suppose both G, and G, are perfect but G is not. Then 
K # @ by Lemma 5. Let H be a minimally imperfect graph of G. H should 
have nonempty intersection with all of V,, V, and K by Lemma 5. Hence, 
to simplify the notation, we assume H = G. 
If both Vi+ 1 and Vi+ 1 are nonempty, then condition (2’) implies that 
any vertex v in K induces a star cutset in NJu) for G, a contradiction. 
Hence assume they are empty. The only situation in which we would not 
be able to use condition (2’) to derive at a contradiction as above is when 
every vertex v in K satisfies both of the following conditions: (i) 
Vi u Vi g N&U); (ii) either NJv) I V, or N,(v) 2 V2. In this case, let 
K,={vlv~K&i?,(v)~V~) and K,=flK, 
Then every v in K2 satisfies that NG(v) 2 V,. Hence, consider the following 
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new partition of V(G) into 8,, p2 and F: g’ = V! u K;, v! = V;l for all 
i>l, i=l,2and ~I=V,uK,, v2uKK,, R=iZ(. 
We apply Lemma 5 to G based on this new partition as follows. Let G, 
(resp. G2) be the induced subgraph obtained by deleting E(G[ p*]) (resp. 
E(G[pi])) from G. Define 6; (resp. Gk) to be the induced subgraph of Gi 
(resp. G,) obtained by deleting all but one vertex from each @ (resp. pi) 
of G, (resp. G2). Note that both G; and G; contain the clique K. Since G; 
and @; are induced subgraphs of G; and G;, respectively, they must be per- 
fect. Then following the proof of Lemma 5, one can show that G is perfect. 
End of proof of Theorem 2. 1 
An interesting open problem is to find an efficient algorithm for 
recognizing such a partition I/,, K, v/2 in general graphs. We believe that 
an approach similar to recognizing the join can be developed, and it 
suffices to consider the special case in which K = @. 
3. Two MERGE OPERATIONS ON PERFECT GRAPHS 
In this section we introduce two merge operations on perfect graphs. 
These operations will lead to perfection-preserving compositions in Sec- 
tion 4, which create even holes extending across two component graphs (in 
contrast, the composition in Section 2 does not create any new holes). Let 
G be a perfect graph. Let ui, u2 be two vertices of G. Define the type I 
merging of G relative to u1 and u2 to be the operation which replaces u’ and 
u2 by a single vertex u and connects it to every vertex which is adjacent to 
either ui or u2 in G. Denote the resulting graph by g’. Deline the type II 
merging of G relative to u1 and u2 to be the operation which deletes u’, u2 
and connects every vertex in NJu’)\(u’} to every one in NJu’)\{u~} 
(note that 120~s and parallel edges should be deleted). Denote the resulting 
graph by G. These merge operations preserve perfection under certain 
induced path parity assumptions on u’ and u2 as will be shown later in this 
section. We shall say that two disjoint subsets I/, and V2 of a graph form a 
partial join if every vertex in V, is adjacent to everyone in I/,. A vertex x is 
said to be evenly related to y (resp. oddly related to y) in G, denoted by 
xE,v (resp. xO,v), if every induced path connecting x to y in G has an 
even (resp. odd) number of edges. The next theorem establishs the perfec- 
tion-preserving property of type I merge operation. It was originally 
proved by Fonlupt and Uhry [S] using polyhedral theory. We provide a 
simpler argument here. 
THEOREM 3. If G is perfect and u’E,u’, then the type I merger G of G 
relative to u’ and u2 is perfect. 
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Proof It suffices to show that o(c) = y(c) since a similar argument can 
be applied to any induced subgraph of G containing U. If w(G) = w(G) + 1, 
then (? can be colored by w(G) + 1 colors since G\u can be w(G)-colored. 
Hence assume w(G) = o(G). Consider a minimum coloring of 6. If both 
U’ and u2 receive the same color, then we are done. Otherwise, let u1 be 
colored i and 2~’ be colored j (#;i). Consider the subgraph H induced on 
vertices colored i orj in G. Vertices U’ and U* must belong to different com- 
ponents in H since a path in H connecting ur, u2 would yield an induced 
odd path from U! to u2 in G. Hence, we can switch the i, j colors in the 
component containing u2 and produce a minimum coloring of G which 
uses the same color for both u1 and u2. i 
COROLLARY 1. No minimally imperfect graph G can contain two vertices 
14’ and u* such that u’E,u’. 
A new property (as stated in Corollary 2) of minimally imperfect graphs 
is resulted form the consideration of type II merge operations. To show 
that the type II merge operation preserves perfection under certain 
conditions, we first prove the following two propositions: 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf G is perfect, (u’, u’) $ E(G) and u’O,u’, then the 
graph G’ obtained by adding the edge (u’, u’) to G is perfect. 
ProoJ Consider the perfect graph H obtained by adding a vertex u; 
and the edge (zd2’, 1~‘) to G. We have u’E,ui in H. Therefore, G’ can be 
obtained from H by a type I merging relative to u1 and u; and hence, is 
perfect by Theorem 3. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose G is perfect and (14’, u’) E E(G). rf edge (ul, ~1’) 
is not contained 61 any triangle of G, then the graph G’ obtained by deleting 
(u’, u’) from G is perfect. 
Proof. If o(G) = 2: then G is bipartite; hence G’ is perfect. Otherwise, 
we have o(G) > 2. Since no maximum clique of G can contain both u1 and 
u2, deleting the edge (u’, u’) does no change the maximum clique size. 
Hence, o(G’) = o(G). Since a minimum coloring of G clearly induces a 
proper coloring of G’, we have o( G’) < 8(G’) < 0(G) = o(G) = o(G’). 1 
THEOREM 4. I f  G is perfect and either 
(i) (u’. z?)$E(G) and u’O,u’ or 
(ii) (u’, u2) E E(G) and (ul, u’) is not contained in any triangle, then 
the t-vpe II merger 8 oj‘G reiative to u1 and 11’ is also perfect. 
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ProoJ Again, it suffices to show that ~(5) = e(c), since the same 
argument can be applied to any induced subgraph of G which has non- 
empty intersection with both N,(u’) and N,(d). Note th,at if (i) holds, 
then N&u’) n N,(u~) = fa. Consider the following three cases: 
Case 1. Both u1 and u2 are contained in every maximum packing of G. 
Hence, (u’,u~)$E(G) and u(G\{u’,u~)}<~(G). Clearly, a(G\{u’,~~))& 
a(G)-2. We shall show that a(G\(u’, II’}) =a(G) -2. Let P be a 
maximum packing in G and P', a maximum packing in G\(u’, u’>. If 
a(G\{u’, u’}) = a(G) - 1, then P' must have nonempty intersection with 
both N&u’) and N&u’). Consider the induced subgraph G[PAP'] of G, 
where PAP' = (P\P') u (P'\P) is the symmetric difference between P and 
P'. Since \PI > 1 P'l, there exists a component B in G[PAP'] which contains 
more vertices in P than in P'. If {u’, u”} c B, then a shortest path con- 
necting u1 and U’ in B would be an even induced path (alternating between 
vertices in P and in P'), contradictory to the fact that u’O,u’. Hence, 
(P'\B)u(BnP)' is a maximum packing in G which does not contain both 
z.? and u2, a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that a(G\{ u’, u’}) = 
a(G) - 2. Thus, the following inequality 
a(G)-2= IP\{ d, u'}I <a(&8(@68(G\(u', u'}) 
=a(G\{u', u'))=z(G)-2 
implies that a(G) = 0( 8). 
Case 2. Every maximum packing of G contains at least one of u’, U’ 
and there exists a packing containing exactly one of u1 and. u2. Let P be a 
maximum pzcking of G such that IPn (,u’, u”}I = 1. Then P\{u', u'} is a 
packing of G of size a(G) - 1. Hence, a(G) > cc(G) - 1. On the other hand, 
by assumption, a(G\{u’, u’}) 6 U(G) - 1. Therefore 
and we have ~(5) = e(6). 
Case 3. There exists a maximum packing in G which contains neither 
u1 nor u2. We claim that in this situation it suffices to consider the case 
(u’, u2) $ E(G). If ( ul, u’) E E(G), then we can substitute G by the graph G’ 
obtained by deleting (u’, u’) from G for the following reasons. First, G’ is 
perfect by Proposition 2. Second, cr(G’) = a(G). For otherwise, we must 
have a(G’) = U(G) + 1 and (u’, u’} is contained in every maximum packing 
of G’. Since u’O,,u’, the argument in Case 1 implies that a maximum 
packing in G’\{u’, u’} (=G\{ u’, ~‘3) has size a(G’)-2 (=X(G)- 1) (or 
equivalently, a maximum packing in G\(u’, u”> has size et(G) - I ) and 
every maximum packing of G must contain one of U’ and u2, a contradic- 
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tion. Third, there exists a maximum packing in G’ which contains neither 
U’ nor u2. And finally, the tyEe II merge operation of G’ relative to u1 and 
u2 also results in the graph G. Hence, it suffices to consider the case that 
(u’, u’)$ E(G). 
Let P be a maximum packing in G containing neither U’ nor u’. Then P 
must have nonempty intersection with both N,(u’) and N,(z~~). Let P, 
(resp. Pz) be a packing of maximum size among all packings in G\(uL u’> 
which does not intersect N,(u’) (resp. NJu’)). Sicce no packings in G can 
intersect both Ei,(u’) and N&u’), we have cc(G)=maxgP,(, lP21) and 
cc(G) = IPI > X(G). Without loss of generality, assume a(G) = lPll 3 I P2/. 
Construct a perfect graph G* from G by duplicating u1 “( IPi - IPi/)“-times 
and duplicating u2 “( 1 PI - / P2 / )“-times. 
CLAIM. ct(G*)=z(G). 
Proof ?f the Claim. Since G is an induced subgraph of G”, 
a(G*) 2%(G). Let P* be a maximum packing of G*. Suppose P* n 
CNG(U’)\{U’ )I # 0. If P* n [NG.(~2)\(~2)] # a, then P* is also a packing 
of G and hence, x(G*) = a(G). Otherwise, P* must contain all copies of z? 
and I P*I = 1 PI = cc(G) by the construction of G”. Similarly, if 
P* n [NJcI’)\ {Us}] # Da, then we are done. Hence assume P* n 
CWGW ” WU2))\{ 24l, u’}] = 0, namely, P* contains all copies of u1 
and u2. 
Consider the induced subgraph G*[PdP*] of G*. Since P* is maximum 
in G*, no component of G* [PAP*] can contain more vertices in P than in 
P*. If there exists a component B containing more vertices in P* than in P, 
then B cannot have nonempty intersection with both NJu’)\(u’~ and 
NG(u2)\ 1~~); for otherwise, the vertices in the intersection must belong to 
P and we would have an even induced path through vertices in B from u’ 
to u2 in G. Without loss of generality, assume Bn [NJu’)\{ ul}] = 0. Let 
P’= (P\B)u (P* n B). If Bn [NJu~)\(u~)] = 0, then P’ would be a 
packing in G of size> IPI. Hence, we have Bn [N,(u~)\(u~}] # 0 and P’ 
is a packing of size > I PI in G* containing (IPl - / PJ) copies of a12. 
Therefore, P’\{copies of u’) is a packing of size > (P2( in G\{u’, u’} which 
does not intersect N&U’), contradictory to the definition of P,. Hence 
every component of G[PdP*] contains as many vertices in P* as in P. 
End of proof of Claim. a 
Hence, B(G*)=c~(G*) = a(G)=B(G)= IPI. Let D be a collection of IPJ 
cliques covering G*. Let Ci, CT;,..., Cfp, ~ ,p,, be those cliques in D contain- 
ing copies of u1 and Cf , C: ,..., Cfp, _ ,p2,, those in D containing copies 
of 2. Deleting all these cliques from D and replacing them by the 
following cliques (Ct u C:)\{U’, 22) ,..., (C/,,~,pi, u C~p,p,,,,)\(ul, u2j, 
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C2 ,p,+,+1~u2) (when IP,l > lP2/) ,..., ,Cfp,+,,\.(uz_) results in a clique 
cover for G of size lP,(. Hence a(G)= (P,l = Q(c). End of proof of 
Theorem 4. 1 
COROLLARY 2. No minimally imperfect graph G can contain two vertices 
u1 and u2 such that either 
(i) (u’, t’)+,!?(G) and u’0,u2 or 
(ii) (ul, u’)EE(G) and (ul, u2) is not contained in any triangle. 
4. ~-SEPARATION OF PERFECT GRAPHS 
In Section 2, we considered the l-separation of perfect graphs. The fact 
that those operations preserve perfection is the consequence of well-known 
properties of minimally imperfect graphs. In this section we investigate 
several perfection-preserving operations which create induced even cycles. 
They are based on the two merge operations in Section 3 and have the 
following important features: 
(1) they are motivated by the fact that no odd holes or odd antiholes 
would be produced; 
(2) the proof that they preserve perfection results in Ihe revelation of 
new properties of minimally imperfect graphs (the fact that certain struc- 
tures in perfect graphs allows 2-separation prevents their existence in a 
minimally imperfect graph); 
(3) some of these operations are essential in separating planar perfect 
graphs into comparability graphs and line graphs of bipartite graphs as 
discussed in [lo]. Just applying the l-separation to planar perfect graphs 
is not enough for achieving this classification. 
One can make a side-by-side comparison of the ordinary 3-connected 
graphs and our 2-inseparable perfect graphs as follows. The 3-connected 
component graphs of a 2-connected graph are obtained by repeatedly 
applying the following operation: separating a 2-connected graph using a 
cutset consisting of 2 vertices. Our 2-inseparable perfect graphs can be 
obtained by applying a generalized separation in which the separation 
structure consists of two parts (Cl, C’), where C’ can be one of the 
following: a single vertex, the edges of a partial join or a 2-clique and C2 
can be either a single vertex or a partial join (note that the situation in 
which C’ and C2 are both 2-cliques is ruled out). In most cases the connec- 
tion through a partial join can be reduced to that of a single vertex. The 
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formal descriptions are quite involved. We present them in the remainder 
of this section. 
Let G,, i= 1, 2, denote those graphs to be composed of and G, the com- 
posed graph. Let u:, uf, i = 1, 2, be vertices of G, , G,, respectively, and ul, 
U’ vertices of G. We suggest that the reader refer to the figures before 
studying the formal definitions. Depending on the path parity and different 
separation structure involved, we need consider the following types of G’s 
and G;s in our operations (as illustrated in Fig. 5): 
(i) Five types of G: Let U’ and u2 be two distinct vertices of G. 
Type I: Both C’ and C” are a single vertex. More formally: G 
contains a cutset {u’, u’} such that N,(u’) n N,(u’) = 0. 
Type II: Both C’ and C’ are partial joins. G contains four 
pairwise disjoint subsets of vertices Vi, q, Vi, P’$ such that every vertex in 
G, 
1’ 
TYPE I / 
‘\ 
‘\ 
TYPE II 
G 
TYPE I !  
TYPE III 
FIG. 5. Different types of G, and G. 
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Vi is adjacent to every one in Vi for j = 1,2, no vertex in Yf (resp. v) is 
adjacent to any vertex in e (resp. Vi) and every path connecting a vertex 
in Y: (resp. r/?) to one in c (resp. Yi) contains some vertex in v;Zu Yi 
(resp. Vi u e). 
Type III: C’ is a single vertex and C* is a partial join. G contains a 
vertex u1 and two subsets of vertices p;, v’k such that N,(u’) n 
(vf u pk) = @, every vertex in vf is adjacent to every one in E and these 
edges form a join in G\ { u1 ). 
Type IV: C’ is a 2-clique (ul, u’> and C2 is a single vertes (u}. G 
contains a cutset {u’, u*, U} such that (u’, u’) E E(G), u’O,v and u’E,v. 
Type V: C’ is a 2-clique and C’ is a partial join. G contains vertices 
u’, u2 and two subsets V’, v* such that (u’, u”) E E(G), every vertex in I/’ is 
adjacent to evey one in V*, these edges form a join in G\{u”, u’} and there 
exist two induced shortest paths, one from u1 to I/‘, the other from u2 to 
V2 of different parity. 
(ii) Three types of Gj: Let ~4,’ and u: be two distinct .vertices in Gi. 
Type I: (u;, u:) EE(G,) and [NG,(uj) n NG,(uj)]\{~lf, uf} = a. 
Type II: G, contains a degree 2 vertex ti adjacent to both uf, U: 
and ING,(u!) n NG,(4)l\{tij = $3. 
Type III: G, contains vertices ut, u,2, ui, tf , tf such that the edges 
among them are (uf, u:), (uf, tf), (t?, v,), (tf, tf), (tf, uj) (edge (u,‘, v,) may 
or may not exist). 
We shall divide our discussion into two main cases. Case (a) deals with 
the first three types of G (in which each C’ is either a single vertex or a par- 
tial join) and case (b) considers type IV and type V G’s (in which C’ is a 
2-clique and C2 is either a single vertex or a partial join). 
Case (a). The operations are related to composing type I or type II 
G;s which results in one of type I, II or type III graph G (and vice versa in 
the decomposition operations). Pictorial descriptions of them can be found 
in Fig. 6. 
Composition Operations 
(1) Compose type I graphs G, and G, to a type I G by identifying u: 
with ui (denoted by u’), ut with u: (denoted by u*), and deleting edge 
(d, 22). 
(2) Compose type II graphs G, and G2 to a type I graph G by iden- 
tifying ui with ui (denoted by u’), UT with uz (denoted by u”), and deleting 
t, and t,. 
(3) Compose type I graphs G, and G, to a type II graph G by 
deleting u!, UT, ui, uz and for each j = 1,2, connecting every vertex in 
N,,(u~)\(u~, u:} to every one in NG2(ui)\{u:, ui} by an edge. 
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FIG. 6. Operations in Case (a). 
(4) Compose type II graphs G, and G, to a type II graph G by 
deleting u,!, ut, ti, for i = 1, 2, j= 1, 2, and connecting every vertex in 
w&4\{4 ?I) t o every one in NGZ($)\ (~4, r,} by an edge. 
(5) Compose a type I graph G, and a type II graph G2 to a type III 
graph G by identifying ZAP with U: (called u1 ), deleting ZL~, ~2, t,, and con- 
necting every vertex in JV~,(U:)\(U:, u:] to every one in N,,(uz)\(u:, tz} by 
an edge. 
Decomposition Operations 
To simplify the notations, we assume that there are exactly two com- 
ponents P, and P2 after deleting the corresponding separation structure 
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from G. By convention, when a vertex u of G is split into U, in G, and u2 in 
G2, then each ui is made adjacent to every vertex in NJu) n Pi, i = 1,2. 
(1) Decompose a type I graph G into two type I (resp. type II) 
graphs G, and G2 when there exists an odd (resp. even) induced path con- 
necting U’ to U’ in G by splitting tl’ into u:, u:, splitting u2 into UT, of and 
creating an edge (u!, ~2) in Gi (resp. adding a vertex ti and edges (u,l, ti), 
(uf, t;) in Gi) for i= 1, 2. 
(2) Decompose a type II graph G into two type I (resp. type II) 
graphs G, and G, when there exists an odd (resp. even) induced path con- 
necting a vertex in Vi to one in Pi by deleting all edges between L’t, Vi and 
between e:, @, adding vertex U/ which is adjacent to every vertex in I’:, 
for i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, and creating an edge (u!, u’) in Gi (resp. adding a 
vertex ti and edges (u,‘, ti), (II?, t,) in G;) for i = 1, 2. 
(3) Decompose a type III graph G into a type I graph G, and a 
type II graph G, by splitting u1 into u!, u:, adding vertex U: (resp. ~2) 
which is adjacent to every vertex in q (resp. J$) and creating an edge 
(u:, of) in G, (resp. adding a vertex t, and edges (u:, tk): (of , tk) in G,) 
when there exists an even induced path connecting MI to a vertex in q 
(note: this implies that every induced path connecting U[ to a vertex in l$ 
must be odd). 
Case (b). The operations are related to composing type III G,‘s which 
results in either a type IV or a type V graph G (and vice versa). These 
operations are illustrated in Fig. 7. 
Composition Operations 
(1) Compose type III graphs G, and Gz into a type I graph G by 
identifying u: with u:, u: with uf, u1 with v7 and deleting t;, for i = 1: 2, 
j= 1, 2. 
(2) Compose type III graphs G, and Gz into a type II graph G by 
identifying U{ with us, U: with U: (note the difference with operation (1)) u1 
with ij2, deleting t! for each i = 1, 2, j= 1, 2 and connecting every vertex in 
NGI(uI, tf> to every one in NG2(v2)\{u2, tz}. 
Decomposition Operations 
(1) Decompose a type I graph G into type III graphs G, and G2 by 
splitting ui into u{, u$, j= 1, 2, splitting v into ul, v2 and adding vertices t,! 
and edges (u,l, t,‘), (tf, tf), (tf, u;), (tf, ui) for i= 1, 2, j= 1, 2. 
(2) Decompose a type II graph G into type III graphs G, and Gz by 
splitting U’ into u!, ~2 and u2 into UT, ~4 and then adding vertices and edges 
similarly to (1) above. 
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TYPE IV G 
TYPE V G 
, \. 
/’ 
‘1 
? 
I / 
/ 
FIG. 7. Operations in Case (b). 
THEOREM 5. The above composition and decomposition operations are 
perfection-preserving. 
Proof: We will make use of the two propositions and theorems in 
Section 3. Consider these two main cases separately: 
Composition Operations 
Case (a) 
Assume G, and G, are perfect. 
(1) The simple graph G’ obtained by identifying U: with ul, ZL: with 
US is perfect (clique identification). Since the edge (u’, u’) in G’ is not con- 
tained in any triangle, deleting it would result in a perfect graph G by 
Proposition 2. 
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(2) The graph G’ obtained by identifying U; with U: (denoted by u’), 
t, with t, (denoted by t) is perfect. Deleting the edge (ul, t) preserves per- 
fection. By applying a type I merging relative to UT, U: and deleting t, we 
obtain G. 
(3) Adding the edges (u:, ZL:) and (u:, u:) to G, and G, yields a per- 
fect graph G’. Deleting edges (u: , UT) and (u:, u:), gives a perfect graph G” 
by Proposition 2. It is then easy to check (using Theorem 4) that, by 
applying a type II merging relative to of and U: followed with another 
type II merging relative to U; and u:, we obtain the perfect graph G. 
(4) The graph G’ obtained by identifying t, with ZL~ (denoted by s’), 
~1 with t, (denoted by s’) is perfect. The rest follows (3). 
(5) G is obtained by identifying U; with U: (denoted by s’), U: with t, 
(denoted by s’), deleting (sl, s2) and applying a type I merging relative to 
s2, l4;. 
Decomposition Operations 
Assume G is perfect. 
(1) Since (u’, al’} is a cutset of G, every induced path connecting U’ 
and U’ must have the same parity. If u’O,u’, then adding the edge (u’, u2) 
to G preserves perfection by Proposition 1 and G,, G, become its induced 
subgraphs. If u’E,u~, then adding a vertex t and edges (u’, t), (u”, t) 
preserves perfection and G, , G2 become its induced subgraphs. 
(2) This case can be reduced to (1) by observing that the following 
graph is perfect: delete all edges from Vi to Vi and from q to q ; add ver- 
tices U’ adjacent to every vertex in Vi u Vi and u2 adjacent to every vertex 
in quq. 
(3) This case can be reduced to (1) by observing that the following 
graph is perfect: delete all edges from q to c and add vertices U: and U: 
such that U: is adjacent to ~15 and every vertex in V’t; U: is adjacent to every 
vertex in E. 
Case (b) 
Composition Operations 
Assume G, and G, are perfect. 
(1) The graph G’ obtained by identifying U: with u:, UT with ~5 is per- 
fect. Since v1 E,,v,, the type I merger of G’ relative to v1 and v2 is perfect 
and G is its induced subgraph. 
(2) Again, the graph G’ obtained by identifying ui with ui, uf with ui 
is perfect. Since v,O,,v,, the type II merger of G’ relative to zll and u2 is 
perfect and G is its induced subgraph. 
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Decomposition Operations 
Assume G is perfect. 
(1) Since {u’, u’, u} is a cutset for G. Every induce path from U’ to u 
must have the same parity and every induced path from u2 to v must have 
the same parity which is different from the above. Without loss of 
generality, assume the former are odd and the latter are even. Let H be a 
component in G\(u’, u2, v> (for simplicity, assume there are only two com- 
ponents). Consider the induced subgraph of G on V(H) u {u’, u’, t;} (we 
shall now refer to U’ and u2 as ~1 and UT, respectively). Adding to this 
graph vertices ti adjacent only to U: and tf adjacent to u:, we get a perfect 
graph G’. Since tt O,,t:, adding (tf , rf) to G’ results in another perfect 
graph G”. Since u:O,,,tT, adding (uf, tf) to G” gives the perfect graph G. 
Similarly, one can argue that G2 is perfect. 
(2) This case can be reduced to (1) by noting that the following 
graph is perfect: delete all edges from V, to V, and add vertices v1 and v2 
such that u, is adjacent to v2 and every vertex in V, ; v2 is adjacent to every 
vertex in V,. End of proof of Theorem 5. 1 
The composition and decomposition operations in Case (a) (however, 
not in Case (b)) can be generalized similarly to the way that the join is 
generalized to the amalgam. In addition to the existing structures, we 
assume each G, (resp. G) contains an additional clique Ki (resp. K) with 
IKil = li(l such that each vertex in K, is identified with a different vertex in 
K2 (the identified clique is denoted by K) and that for each vertex v in Ci, 
N&u) contains every vertex whose neighborhood is changed during the 
composition operation as follows (the relationship for the decomposition 
operations is almost identical). 
(1) Every vertex in C, is adjacent to both U: and ~2 for i= 1,2. 
(2) Same as (1). 
(3) Every u in Cj is adjacent to every vertex in 
[NG,(z4!) u NG,(z4f)]\(zf) for i= 1, 2. 
(4) Every u in C, is adjacent to every vertex in [NG,(uf) u N,,(uf)]\ 
(24, tl> for i= 1, 2. 
(5) Every u in C, is adjacent to 24 t together with every vertex in 
Kdu:)\W E ver u in C, is adjacent to both K: and u:. Y 
THEOREM 6. The generalized composition and decomposition operations 
for Case (a) are perfection preserving. 
Proof For the composition operation, suppose the composed graph G 
is not perfect. Consider a minimally imperfect graph G’ of G. G’ must con- 
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tain a vertex in C by Theorem 5. Hence, G’ contains either a star-cutset or 
two vertices s and w  such that N&S) c NG.(w), contradictory to Lemma 3. 
Similar argument can be applied to the decomposition operation. 1 
We are now ready to define our 2-separation of perfect graphs. A l- 
inseparable perfect graph G is said to be 2-separable if there exists a 
generalized separation structure described above in either the graph itself 
or in its complement; else, G is 2-inseparable. Most of the operations 
described in this section were used in [9, lo] for designing a recognition 
algorithm for planar perfect graphs. The 2-amalgam split considered by 
Cornuejols and Cunningham [7] is equivalent to the generalized version of 
subcase (3) in case 1. They also gave an O(i V/I’IEl”) algorithm for 
recognizing such a structure in general graphs. It is an easy task to adapt 
their algorithm to recognize various structures involved in the operations 
of Cases 1 and 2 in polynomial time. The constructive proof for 
Theorems 3 and 4 can be converted into algorithms for the corresponding 
optimization problems (e.g., maximum independent sets, minimum 
coloring) related to the decomposition. We shall illustrate these types of 
algorithms for planar perfect graphs in a separate paper [ 111. Finally, it is 
still an open problem to recognize the l-separation structure in general 
graphs; in particular, to recognize a generalized join. 
APPENDIX: LIST OF SYMBOLS 
G 
V(G) 
E(G) 
G 
4G) 
e(G) 
o(G) 
~((-4 
N,(u) 
GCUI 
G\u 
2; 
G 
x&4 
X0G.V 
a graph, 
the vertex set of the graph G, 
the edge set of the graph G, 
the complementary graph of G, 
the size of a largest independent set in G, 
the size of a smallest collection of cliques whose union equals V(G), 
the size of a largest clique in G, 
the chromatic number of G, 
the vertex set containing u and its adjacent vertices in V(G), 
the subgraph of G induced on a subset (I of vertices, 
the induced subgraph G[ V(G)\U], 
the graph resulted from a type I merging, 
the graph resulted from a type II merging, 
x is evenly related to J’ in G, 
x is oddly related to y in G, 
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